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Build a Paper Roller Coaster  

Aligned Lesson 4 

Cristina Geisler 

Grades 11-12 

 
 

About the author/teacher:  

Science Teacher: Physics 

cgeisler@sd206.org 
Bloom Township District 206 

Chicago Heights, Illinois 

Related Unit:  Weather and Climate Potential 
Overall Effect on Roller Coaster Design 

Lesson Length:  7-10 days. (one hour period) 

 NGSS Standards: ESS2-1, ESS2-2  

 HS-ETS1-2. Design a solution to a complex real-

world problem by breaking it down into smaller, 

more manageable problems that can be solved 

through engineering. 

HS-PS3-1. Create a computational model to calculate 

the change in the energy of one component in a 

system when the change in energy of the other 

component(s) and energy flows in and out of the 

system are known. 

HS-PS1-7 Use mathematical representations of 

phenomena to support claims 

HS-PS1-4  Develop a model based on evidence to 

illustrate the relationships between systems or 

between components of a system 

4-PS3-1. Use evidence to construct an explanation 
relating the speed of an object to the energy of that 

object 

4-PS3-1. Use evidence to construct an explanation 

relating the speed of an object to the energy of that 

object. 

CCSS ELA: CCSS.ELA-Literacy.WHST.11-12.2 

Write informative/explanatory texts, including 

the narration of historical events, scientific 

procedures/experiments, or technical processes. 

CCSS Math: CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 Model with 
mathematics. 

 CCSS.Math.Practice.MP3 Construct viable 

arguments and critique the reasoning of others. 

 

 

Library of Congress Primary Sources Materials/Supplies/Resources 

mailto:cgeisler@sd206.org
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/WHST/11-12/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/WHST/11-12/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP4/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP3/
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https://www.loc.gov/item/2017856200/ 

 

 

https://www.loc.gov/item/2017711464/ 

Projector 

● Student access to computers and the 
internet 

● Poster, markers.  
● Primary Source Analysis Tool 
● Pencils, erasers, rulers.  
● Safety glasses.  
● Tape   
● scissors 

 

Teacher’s Resources: 

http://www.instructables.com/id/Paper-Roller-

Coasters-/ 

 

http://paperrollercoasters.com/ 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gsPsG1U31

CI 

 

  

 

Enduring Understandings Essential Questions 

• When deciding on a rollercoaster design, 
consider effects (individually and 
combined) of extreme temperatures and 
precipitation events on scour, pier and 
abutment protection, thermal expansion 
joints, bearings, superstructure elements.  

●  Structures are designed to provide 
solutions to a human need. Engineers must 
understand Science, Technology, 
Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) to 
create structure to meet code, safety 
specifications, and budget constraints. 
Designers, Scientist, and Engineers use scale 
models and prototypes to test design 
theories. 

● Identify existing structure locations 
vulnerable to extreme weather risks, and 
develop appropriate strategies to minimize 
such risks. 

● How weather conditions and different 

types of loads can affect roller coaster? 

● What are some strategies that can be 

used to minimize such risks? 

● How can roller coaster be built to deal 

with weather and be safe?  

● What techniques did you use to align 
your structure with the requirements?  

 

Transfer Goals 

● Asking questions (for science) and defining problems (for engineering) 
● Planning and carrying out investigations 
● Analyzing and interpreting data 

https://www.loc.gov/item/2017856200/
http://www.instructables.com/id/Paper-Roller-Coasters-/
http://www.instructables.com/id/Paper-Roller-Coasters-/
http://paperrollercoasters.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gsPsG1U31CI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gsPsG1U31CI
https://www.loc.gov/item/2017856200/
https://www.loc.gov/item/2017711464/
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• Constructing explanations (for science) and designing solutions (for engineering) 

Learning Objective 

● Students will build a roller coaster that will meet the requirements presented in the rubric. HS-
ETS1-2 HS-PS3-1, HS-PS1-7, HS-PS1-4 

● Students will be able to state the forces and whether related factors that affect roller coaster 
design and structure (ESS2-2) 

● Students will be able to perform and interpret scientific measurements.( 
CCSS.Math.Practice.MP4 ) 

 
Engage: How can I get students interested in this? (20 minutes) 

Show picture from primary sources of roller coaster building. Refresh on questions from previous lesson. 

  https://www.loc.gov/item/2017711719/ 

https://www.loc.gov/item/2017712043/ 

● What type of structures do you see in the picture?  

● How are these structures different/the same? 

● What materials do you think they are made of?  

● When engineers start building roller coasters, what do they have to consider?   

● What are some weather  related factors that come in mind when building such a structures? 

● What is a model in science?  

● What is a diagram/blueprint in science? 

● What do you know about it? Why is it necessary to build a model first?  

● Why is it necessary to test a model first? 

● Discuss some  examples of loads that a roller coaster might need to withstand? 

● Examples: cars, people, snow, rain, wind. 

 

Students will refer to the previous lesson and discuss once again how roller coaster can be built and 

tested.  

 

Explore: What tasks/questions can I offer to help students puzzle through this? (50 minutes) 

Students will use internet resources and teacher guidance to research the procedures on how to build a 

paper roller coaster. Students will work in groups.  

Each group will get a roller coaster packet from http://paperrollercoasters.com/   

Link example: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gsPsG1U31CI 

Explain: How can I help students make sense of their observations? (50 minutes) 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP4/
https://www.loc.gov/item/2017711719/
https://www.loc.gov/item/2017712043/
http://paperrollercoasters.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gsPsG1U31CI
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Teacher will go over on how students will use all the materials in order to build a roller coaster that 

meets the requirements, while respecting safety protocol. Safety glasses will be used the entire time.  

How will you use you blueprint in order to start building your model?  

Go over all the instruction in the roller coaster packet:  

http://paperrollercoasters.com/ 

Differentiated instruction: Make sure that you have some parts of the roller coaster done , so you can 

provide examples for students that are more of a visual learners.  Provide students with the following 
videos if more structure is need it.  

http://www.mrwaynesclass.com/ProjectCoaster/ 

 
 
Extend/Elaborate: How can my students apply their new knowledge to other situations?  

(4-5 class periods) 

Students have to apply their new skills and build a roller coaster that will meet the requirements stated 

in the rubric.  They will use their forces and energy knowledge to come up with strategies that will make 

their roller coaster design meet all the requirements.    

Additional teacher/student resources:  

http://www.instructables.com/id/Paper-Roller-Coasters-/ 

http://paperrollercoasters.com/ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gsPsG1U31CI 

http://www.mrwaynesclass.com/ProjectCoaster/ 

Evaluate: How can I help my students self-evaluate and reflect on the learning? (one hour) 

● Check for understanding questions will be utilized during small group instruction. Students will 
be asked open-ended questions during small group and individualized instruction to check for 
understanding 

● Self-evaluate: Students will have multiple opportunities to self-evaluate their progress during 
the class discussions.  

● Formative Assessments: Class Discussions Examples:  How weather conditions and different 
types of loads can affect roller coaster structure? How can you design your roller coaster so it is 
efficient when loads are applied?  What are some strategies that can be used to minimize any 
risks? 

● Summative Assessment: Teacher will check all the measurements and design of  the roller 
coaster by using the rubric provided.  

 

http://paperrollercoasters.com/
http://www.mrwaynesclass.com/ProjectCoaster/
http://www.instructables.com/id/Paper-Roller-Coasters-/
http://paperrollercoasters.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gsPsG1U31CI
http://www.mrwaynesclass.com/ProjectCoaster/
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